Terrapin Invitational Tournament 1999
Questions by the University of Pennsylvania (Lae!, Jason, Chris, Akiva, and Kathy)
TOSSUPS
T 1. It is the distinguishing constituent of nitriles and is a neurotoxin that indirectly interferes with the generation of an action
potential. It does so by inhibiting the production of ATP, thereby leading to the inactivation of the sodium-potassium pump.
Consequently, the resting intracellular ionic concentrations are not re-established. FTP, name this neurotoxic diatomic ion containing
carbon and nitrogen.
Answer: - CYANIDET2. Now a California state legislator, he first came to prominence within the student movement in the early 1960s when he was the
moving force behind the Port Huron Statement. But like the movement he was a part of, he became more radical as the decade wore
. on. FTP, identify this co-founder of the Students for a Democratic Society, ex-husband of Jane Fonda, and the primary champion of
open confrontation at the 1%8 Chicago convention.
Answer: Tom - HAYDENT3. Produced by WGBH in Boston, this show began production in 1997. Its host, Chris Jussel, only appears briefly at the beginning,
and in an occasional taped segment. It is not recorded in a studio, for that would defeat the whole purpose. Instead, it travels to
historic American cities, including Richmond, Virginia and Concord, Massachusetts. FTP, name this increasingly popular PBS
program, in which experts appraise the hidden treasures of America.
Answer: _ANTIQUES ROADSHOW_
T4. A man approaches you in a bar in Amsterdam and starts to tell you the story of his life. He used to be wealthy and prominent, he
tells you, but then, one day as he was walking, he began to hear what appeared to be laughter behind him. Some months later, as he
crossed a bridge, he witnessed the suicide of a young woman. After that, he became more and more disillusioned, eventually turning
into a drifter and self-proclaimed" JUdge-Penitent." This is a brief summary of, FTP, what novel by Albert Camus?
Answer: The FALL
T5. On the counter in front of the central figure are a few bottles and a bowl of oranges. The reflection in the mirror shows the viewer
the festiveness of the scene, but the young lady in the center of it all is far from festive, her eyes cast downward and an awkward
expression on her face. FTP, identify this Edouard Manet masterpiece.
Answer: A _BAR AT THE FOLIES-BERGERE_ (or Un _Bar a la Folies Bergere~
T6. In 1875 the largest one of these was washed ashore in New Zealand during a storm. Reeking of ammonia, this specimen's eyes
were each over a foot in diameter and its body stretched for nearly 20 feet. Residing in near darkness under the oceans' waters, it is a
favorite prey of sperm whales. FTP, name this mollusk with ten tentacles, the largest of the invertebrates.
Answer: _GIANT SQUID_ (or _Architeuthis~
T7. Educated at Sandhurst, after being commissioned he saw action under Sir John French and Lord Kitchener in Africa and India.
By World War I, he had attained the rank of Lieutenant General and command of a corps, and engineered the widely-praised defense
of Ypres. FTP, identify this military man, commander of the BEF who ordered the Somme offensive in 1916, who shares his last
name with a Reagan Cabinet member.
Answer: Sir Douglas _HAIG_
T8. Greatly influenced by Edmund Husser!, this technical philosopher posited the notion that it is necessary to consider the organism
as a whole to discover what will follow from a given set of stimuli. In addition, perception was the source of knowledge and had to be
studied before the conventional sciences. Some of the major works outlining these theOlies include _Phenomenology of Perception_
and _The Structure of Behavior_. FTP, name this French intellectual, who staunchly defended Soviet Communism until the Korean
War.
Answer: Maurice - MERLEAU-PONTY-

T9. For his translation of Longfellow's "Hiawatha" he was awarded a Pushkin Prize in 1903 by the Russian Academy, which later
elected him an honorary fellow. He also translated Lord Byron's "Manfred" and "Cain," but is more notable for his own literary
accomplishments, including the short story collection, _The Gentleman from San Francisco_, and longer works such as _The
Village_, _Mitya's Days_, and _The Well of Days_, a fictional autobiography. FTP, name this writer, the first man from Russia to
win the Nobel Prize for Literature.
Answer: Ivan - BUNINTI O. Zosimos, a third-century gnostic, claimed to have seen it. Jung claimed that "man has not unjustly concluded that the material of
it may be found evelywhere." Believed to have the power to transform the spirit as well as tangible objects, it was sought by artists
and thinkers as well as by alchemists. FTP, name this legendaIy object, believed to have the power to tum ordinary substances into
gold.
Answer: - PHILOSOPHER'S STONETIl . Symmeuy in Maxwell's Equations imply the existence of this theoretical particle. Proposed by physicists in the 1930s, it is
calculated to have a minimum Dirac charge and a minimum mass equivalent to 1,000 protons. The hunt for this conjectural pm1icle
feverishly continues. FTP, name this particle essential to the Grand Unifying Theory.
Answer: - MAGNETIC MONOPOLETl2. WARNING: TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED. Bom in 1811, they emigrated to the United States and began touring and
perfOiming in 1829. By 1839, they had emned enough to retire pelmanently and bought adjoining faIms in North Carolina. Although
they shunned the public life and preferred the company of their wives and families, they continued to be a part of the popular culture,
inspiring, among other things, Mark Twain's novel_Puddn'head Wilson_. FTP, give the first name of these brothers, the most famous
example of conjoined or "Siamese" twins.
Answer: _CHANG_and _ENG_Bunker (prompt on early "Siamese Twins" buzz)
T 13. They were Oliginally disbanded by Septimius SevelUs, who replaced them with his own hand-picked men, and were finally
disbanded for good by Constantine, who replaced them with the Scholae Palatinae. Named for the upper level magistracy of
republican Rome, this military unit was fOimed in the reign of Augustus to prevent assassinations such as that of Julius Caesar by
BllJtus. FTP, identify this impelial bodyguard whose commanders included the notedjUlist Ulpian and perhaps most famously
Sejanus.
Answer: - PRAETORIAN GUARD Tl4. The title character is refelTed to only as "The Captain." A servant in his household first raises the central problem of the
naITative when the servant disputes his own responsibility for the child of a girlfriend. After this initial question of parentage, the
Captain becomes increasingly disturbed by the thought that his own child may be that of another man. When his wife tells him that no
man can ever know if a child is his own, the Captain descends into a paranoid frenzy . FTP, name this play, among the best known
works of August StJindberg.
Answer: The - FATHERTIS. The only great Viennese composer to actually be bom there, he became a student at the school of the Imperial Chapel in 1808,
where he studied under Antonio Salieri. He left in 1813, however, to train for a teaching career. While teaching at his father's school,
he penned his first masterpiece, the song " Gretchen am Spinnrade." That same year, he wrote his first stage work, _The Devil 's
Pleasure Palace_. FTP, name this composer, best-known for his inauguration of the centUly-Iong tradition of the Gelman Romantic
art song, or lied (LEED).
Answer: Franz Peter SCHUBERT
Tl6. Bom in Breselenz, he developed his own brand of geometlY that extended upon Euclidean principles and provided the
framework for Albeit Einstein's TheOlY of Relativity and other developments in modem theoretical physics. FTP, name this
German mathematician who lived from 1826 to 1866, best remembered by high school students for his rectangular summation method
in inu·oductOlY integral calculus.
Answer: Georg Friedlich Bemhard _RIEMANN_

Tl7. In late September of 1999, Michael Silberkleit, the publisher of Archie Comics, dispatched an angry letter to Viacom chairman
Sumner Redstone. The letter bemoaned pictures and interviews that this woman had given to _Maxim_ and _Bikini_ magazines.
Silberkleit went so far as to ask for her to be fired, charging that her frank discussions of sexuality and drinking did not become the
character owned by his company. FTP, name the actress who caused all this commotion, the star of "Sabrina, The Teenage Witch."
Answer: Melissa Joan - HARTT 18. He was elected to the House of Representatives from Nebraska in 1890, but lost a bid for a Senate seat four years later. In the
meantime, he spent two years as editor of the Omaha _World-Herald_ before undertaking his first of three unsuccessful runs at
the White House. FTP, name this Secretary of State under Wilson who resigned after Wilson decided for war against the Kaiser.
Answer: William Jennings _BRYAN_
Tl9. This sect has a Bible and a prayer book written in Ge'ez, the ancient Ethiopian language. They have no Talmudic laws, but their
preservation of and adherence to Jewish traditions is undeniable. They observe the Sabbath, practice circumcision, have synagogue
services led by priests of the village, and follow most Jewish dietruy restrictions. Furthemlore, tiley call themselves a House of Israel
and claim descent from Menelek I, traditionally the son of the Queen of Sheba and King Solomon. FTP, identify this group of
Ethiopian Jews, 45,000 of whom fled to Israel in the early 1990s and the bane of Louis FaITakhan.
Answer: the - FALASHAT20. Leaving his wife, the daughter of a local pig frumer, he moves to Clu'istminster to be closer to the university. He gets work as a
stonemason, and it is here that he meets his true love, who is unhappily mmTied to Mr. Phillotson, an old schoolteacher. They both
scandalously divorce their unloved spouses to be together, but after their unsuccessful first marriages, the two do not marry, and are
shunned by society. Eventually, both the title character and Sue Bridehead retum to their spouses. FTP, name this man who pines
away to his death at the end of a Thomas Hardy novel.
Answer: _JUDE THE OBSCURE_ (or Jude ]awley.J
T21. Bom in Neu-Bukow, Gelmany, in 1822, he left school at an early age to become a sailor. He was working in St. Petersburg as
an indigo trader when he first began to study the works of Homer, which would have a great influence on his controversial later
career. In 1871, he began to excavate at a site near Hissarlik, Turkey under the auspices of the Ottoman government. FTP, who was
this man, credited with the discovery of the ancient city of Troy?
Answer: Heiruich - SCHLIEMANNT22. He participated in the revolutions of 1848 in Pruis and Prague. A member of the First Intemational, he translated Marx's
_Communist Manifesto_, and was contracted to translate _Das Kapital_, but he broke with Marx over centralization, prefelring violent
revolution. FTP, name this Russian bom in 1814 who made vital contributions to anarchistic movements and w.as a major.proponent
of the use of methods of telTorism in order to destroy the established order.
Answer: Mikhail BAKUNIN
T23. The valley astride it fonned the nucleus of th\,?K_i.ngdoll1 of Qin (chin). This tlibutmy of the Yellow River flows for over 100
miles through the southem pOition of mo_cilE~~J..:JafSfiaanxi (shen-see) Province. On its banks is the major city of Xian (shee-ahn).
FTP, identify tilis Chinese liye.r-, fi.-:uflY ·600 miles in length and flowing tlu'ough the Lung and Tsinling (sin-ling) mountain chains.
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T24. It emphasized velticality, lightness, and brightness for the greater glOly of God. A marked depmture from previous styles, some
-----of its more notable components ru'e pointed arches and flying buttresses. FTP, identify this style of architecture devised by Abbot
Suger (sue-zhay) in reconstructing tile Abbey of St. Denis.(don-EE)
Answer:

GOTHIC

T25. Bom in the late fOUiteenth century, his early works show the strong influence of his time with Ghibelti. However, he quickly
evolved and before his death in 1466 he had revolutionized sculpture. FTP, identify this early renaissance sculptor of the bronze
David.
Answer: _DONATELLO_ (or _Donato di Niccolo_ di Betto Bardi)
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B1. Given characters from a John Steinbeck work, name it FTP each
1. Jim Nolan, Mrs. Meer, Joy, Dick Halsing
2. Lee Chong, Mack, Hazel
3. Gabilan, Billy Buck

Answer: - IN DUBIOUS BATTLEAnswer: CANNERY ROW
Answer: The RED PONY

B2. For the stated number of points, name the TV chef from the name of their most famous cooking show.

1. For 5 points, "Yan Can Cook"
Answer: Martin - YAN2. For 5 points, "The French Chef'
Answer: Julia - CHILD3. For 5 points, "The Frugal Gourmet"
Answer: Jeff - SMITH4. Finally,S for one, IS for both, "Two Fat Ladies"
Answer: Jennifer - PATERSON- and Clarissa Dickson WRIGHT
B3. FTP each, cOITectly answer the following questions about commonly used physical units.
1. What is the SI unit for electrical conductance?
Answer: _SIEMEN_ (do NOT accept "mho" which is CGS)
2. What heat unit equals 4.186 joules according to the Intemational Table, but 4.184 joules for the thermochemical version?
Answer: CALORIE
3. This unit is defined as the amount of light that falls on unit area when the sUlface area is at unit distance from a source of one
candela. Ha, 1 said, "unit."
Answer: LUMEN
B4. 30-20-10 Identify the sculptor from works.
30) Four Rivers Fountain, Piazza Navona, Rome
20) _David_ (1623)
10) _Ecstasy of St. Theresa_
Answer: Gianlorenzo BERNINI
B5. 30-20-10 Name the bat tie.
30) The definitive book about this battle is by Bemard Fall and is entitied _Hell in a Very Small Place_
20) The French position OIiginally consisted of seven strongholds, each supposedly named after a conquest of their commander-inchief, Hemi NavaITe.
10) The defeat of the French here in 1954 signaled the end of their war in Vietnam.
Answer: - DIEN BIEN PllliB6. On a 5-10-15 basis, Answer these questions about Samuel Taylor Coleridge's poem "Kubla Khan."
1. For 5 points, where does Kubla Khan decree his "stately pleasure dome?"
Answer: XANADU
2. FTP, name the "sacred river" that runs through Xanadu.
Answer: ALPH
3. For 15 points, name the mountain of which the "damsel with a dulcimer" sings at the conclusion of the poem.
Answer: Mount - ABORA-

B7. Name these Gennan idealist philosophers given works, FTP each. Hint: they all share a common name.
1. ]hilosophy of Right_, _Science of Logic_
Answer: Georg Friedrich Wilhelm _HEGEL_
2. _System of Transcendental Idealism_
Answer: Friedrich - SCHELLING3. _The Life of Jesus Critically Examined_, _The Old Faith and the New_
Answer: David Fliedrich - Strauss-

B8. FTP each, given a descliption identify the scientist.
1. This man's rule states that for electrons of otherwise equal energy, spins are aligned parallel as much as possible, resulting in the
strongly paramagnetic properties of many transition metal compounds.
Answer: Friedrich - HUND2. After dreaming of snakes biting their own tails, he proposed the hexagonal cyclic structure of benzene in 1866.
Answer: Friedrich August _KEKULE_ von Stradoniz
3. The extended version of his namesake rule states that in an electrophilic addition to an alkene, the electrophile adds in such a way
as to generate the most stable intelmediate.
Answer: Vladimir - MARKOVNIKOVB9. Rhode Island may be tiny and insignificant, but it has its share of artistic talent. Identify the following perfonners, all of whom
got their start in Rhode Island, for the stated number of points.
1. For 5 points, this 80's band, fronted by the bizarre but endearing David Byrne, met when all the members were students at the
Rhode Island School of Design.
Answer: - TALKING I-IEADS2. FTP, this comedienne was nominated "Funniest woman in Rhode Island" by the Providence Journal. She moved on to bigger and
better things, however, doing a stint on Saturday Night Live and starring in a series of Ben Stiller movies.
Answer: Janeane GAROFALO
3. For 15 points, this author and monologuist, born in Newport, has received critical acclaim for such original pieces as "Monster in a
Box" and "Swimming to Cambodia."
Answer: Spalding _ GRA Y_
B 1O. Identify these deposed leaders FTP each
1. He was the victim of a coup led by Mohammed Zia-aI'Huq. His daughter avenged his death by eventually becoming Prime
Minister.
Answer: Zulfikar Ali BHUTTO
2. This Saudi king was shot in the head by his wayward nephew in 1975
Answer: King ]AISAL_
3. He was finally ousted in 1992, thereby leading to a weak intelim government subsequently destroyed by the Taliban.
Answer: Mohammed - NAJIBULLAHB 11. Name these figures from ESPN's SportsCentury list of 50 greatest twentieth-century athletes.
1. This recently-deceased Yankees center fielder was number 22 on the list.
Answer: Joe DIMAGGIO
2. This center, number 18 on the list, led his team to eleven championships in a thirteen-year career.
Answer: Bill RUSSELL 3. Number 35 on the list, he is the only non-human.
Answer: - SECRETARIA TB12. FTP each, name these characters from Shakespeare's _Titus Andronicus_.
1. This Empress of the Goths anives in Rome as a prisoner of war, only to catch the eye of Emperor Satuminus.
Answer: - TAMORA 2. This daughter of Titus suffers one of the most gruesome punishments in a play filled with gruesome punishment; she is raped by
the sons of Tamora, and her tongue and hands are severed.
Answer: - LAVINIA 3. This lover of Tamora tricks Titus into having his hand cut off, and fathers Tamora's illegitimate son.
Answer: - AARON- the Moor

B 13. Given a group of languages, give the language family to which they belong FTP each
1. Finnish, Estonian, Hungarian
2. Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam
3. Annenian, Albanian, Tocharian

Answer: - URALIC Answer: - DRAVIDIANAnswer: INDO-EUROPEAN
-

B14. All about our ancestors. Answer the following for the stated number of points.
1. Unearthed by the Leakeys in Olduvai Gorge in the 1960s, this ancestor of man lived between 1.9 and 1.6 million years ago. Name
this "handy man" for 5 points.
Answer: - HOMO HABILIS2. FTP, found only in eastern Africa to date, the most famous example of this evolutionary predecessor was discovered by Donald
Johannson.
Answer: _AUSTRALOPITHECUS AFARENSIS_ (prompt on Australopithecus)
3. For 15 points, the earliest known hominid genus is this, which lived about 4.4 million years ago. So far, only ajaw fragment has
been discovered by a team led by Tim White.
Answer: - ARDIPITHECUS- Ramidus
B 15. Identify the husbands of the fOImer Alma Schindler for the stated number of points.
1. For 5 points, Alma's first husband was this conductor and composer of _Das Lied Von Der Erde_, the subject of a tossup Shaun
Pickrell boasted about gelling against a non-music Malyland player (and yes, that's a personal dig in a question; how
shocking!-please credit John Nam and not the Penn team for that addition)
Answer: Gustav - MAHLER2. FTP, her second husband was this architect from the Bauhaus.
Answer: Walter GROPIUS
3. Ever fickle, she divorced Gropius and malTied this author, best known for _The Song of Bemadette_.
Answer: Franz - WERFEL B 16. Given the piece of modem architecture, you name the architect, FTP each.
1. Savoy House
Answer: _LE CORBUSIER_ (or Charles Edouard _Jeanneret.J
2. TWA Tenninal, JFK Airport
Answer: Eero SAARINEN
3. JFK Memorial Library
Answer: 1. M. PEl
B 17. I'll give you the monarch and the counlIy (s)he ruled, you supply who came before and after him/her, for 5 points each.
I. Louis XlII, France
Answer: - HENRI IV- and - LOUIS XIV2. Victoria, Great Blitain
Answer: - WILLIAM IVand
-EDWARD VII
3. Leopold II, Belgium
Answer: - LEOPOLD Iand
-ALBERT I
B18. 30-15-5 Name the playwright from works.
30) _The Duck Vmiations_, _Sexual Perversity in Chicago_
IS) _ Oleanna_, _ Speed-the-Plow_
5) _American Buffalo_ , _ Glengany Glen Ross_
Answer: David MAMET
B 19. FTP each, cOITectly match the three capitals of South Africa with its govemmental function.
I. The legislative capital.
2. The admistrative/executive capital.
3. The judicial capital

Answer: - CAPE TOWNAnswer: PRETORIA
Answer: - BLOEMFONTEIN-

B20. FTP each, identify the following telms from gemology.
I . The hardness of gemstones is measured from I to lOon this scale.
Answer: - MOHS- Scale
2. This measurement is attained from doing comparative density measurements of stones in and out of water.
Ans\ver: - SPECIFIC GRAVITY3. This adjective describes a cl},stal stlUcture containing three axes of varying length at 90 degrees to one another.
Answer: ORTHORHOMBIC
B21. Identify these Islamic mythical characters, for fifteen points each
l. A saintly recluse, he is given care of a sick woman and at the Devil's suggestion seduces her. When he discovers that she has
conceived, he kills her and buries her body to hide evidence of his sin. He is then denied God.
Answer: BARSISA
2. On linguistic grounds he has been variously identified as the biblical Ezra, the apostle Andrew, Alexander the Great's cook
Andreas, and sometimes as the biblical Elijah. In the Koran, he is identified as a prophet, a pious man taken physically to paradise,
and reputed to have lived 365 years.
Answer: IDRIS
B22. 30-20-10 Name the author from works.
30) _Among the Believers_
20) _The Retum of Eva Peron_, _A Tum in the South_
10) _A House for Mr. Biswas_, _An Area of Darkness_
Answer: V. S. NAIPAUL
B23. Identify the m1ificial satellite FTP each.
I . This Soviet satellite was aimed at the moon but missed and went on to become the first satellite to orbit the sun.
Answer: - MECI-H A 2. The first Chinese satellite, it broadcast the song "The Earth is Red" once a minute.
Answer: - MAO ONE3. This was the first U.S. probe aimed at Mars.
Answer: _MARINER III_ (or _Mars One~
B24. Identify the following figures from early medieval France, 5-10-15.
I. For 5 points, King of the Franks, he unified most of the area we now know as France and Christianized it.
Answer: - CLOVIS- I
2. FTP, Clovis' wife, she is widely reputed to be the reason for his conversion.
Answer: - CLOTHILDE3. Attila the Hun was bearing down on Paris, but instead veered south. Legend attributes it, for 15 points, to the prayers of this
woman, now patron saint of Paris.
Answer: - GENEVIEVEB25. Given a few m1ists, identify the movement they were a part of:
I. Camille Corot, Caspar David Fliedrich, Eugene Delacroix
Answer: ROMANTIC 2. Jacques-Louis David, Jean Ingres
Answer: - NEOCLASSICAL 3. Jean-Antoine Watteau, Jean-Honore Fragonard
Answer: ROCOCO
B26. 30-20-10 Name the celestial body being desclibed.
30) Located in the Keyhole Nebula, it was discovered by Halley in 1677.
20) During the first half of the 19th century, it was the second brightest star in the night sky.
10) This blue supergiant of the Southem Sky has a mass equal to 100 times that of our own sun and is likely to become a supemova.
Answer:

ETA CARINA

